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SUMMARY
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are rapidly gaining popularity in various critical
domains like health care, critical infrastructure, and climate monitoring, where application
builders have diversified development needs. Independent of the functionalities provided
by the WSN applications, many of the developers use visualization, simulation, and pro-
gramming tools. However, these tools are designed as separate stand-alone applications,
which force developers to use multiple tools. This situation often poses confusion and ham-
pers an efficient development experience. To avoid the complexity of using multiple tools,
a new, extensible, multi-platform, scalable, and open-source framework called PROVIZ is
designed. PROVIZ is an integrated visualization and programming framework with the
following features: PROVIZ 1) visualizes sensor nodes and WSN traffic by parsing the
data received either from a packet sniffer (e.g., a sensor-based sniffer, or a commercial TI
SmartRF 802.15.4 packet sniffer), or from a simulator (e.g., OMNeT); 2) visualizes a het-
erogeneous WSN consisting of different sensor nodes sending packets with different packet
payload formats; and 3) provides a programming framework, which provides a graphical and
script-based programming functionality, for developing WSN applications. Also, PROVIZ
includes built-in extensible visual demo deployment capabilities that allow users to quickly
craft network scenarios and share them with other users. Additionally, a secure and energy
efficient wireless code dissemination protocol, named SIMAGE, was developed. SIMAGE
is used by PROVIZ to wirelessly reprogram the sensor nodes. SIMAGE uses a link quality
cognizant adaptive packet-sizing technique along with energy-efficient encryption protocols
for secure and efficient code dissemination. In this thesis, the various features of PROVIZ’s
visualization and programming framework are explained, the functionality and performance
of SIMAGE protocol is described, an example WSN security attack scenario is analyzed,
and how PROVIZ can be used as a visual debugging tool to identify the security attack and




Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are used in various applications like remote health mon-
itoring, volcanic activity monitoring, and critical infrastructure monitoring. Hence, the
WSN researchers’ community comprises of advanced WSN application developers who de-
velop scalable and reliable WSN algorithms and applications, and developers who use WSNs
for simple environment data gathering. In order to develop, test, visualize, and monitor
a WSN application, a developer may need a programming tool, a simulator [1, 2], and
a visualization tool [3, 4]. However, such tools are currently available as separate stand-
alone tools, and the WSN researchers’ have to use multiple tools for working with WSNs.
Therefore, to aid in the process of WSN application development a new framework, which
provides visualization, monitoring, and programming functionalities in a common platform,
is required. Furthermore, as sensors are resource-constrained devices running with a limited
source of power, critical applications can not afford the failure of any sensor, or sensor ap-
plication. Thus, for visual debugging purposes a framework, which can visualize the WSN
by continuously monitoring the network activity, is required. Also, after identifying a WSN
application failure by visual debugging, the integrated framework should be capable of re-
programming the sensor nodes securely over-the-air. Wireless code dissemination protocols
like those described in [5, 6] are available to reprogram the sensor nodes over-the-air with-
out removing them from their deployment area. But, during the process of wireless code
dissemination, these existing protocols do not consider the nodes with poor link quality.
This oversight hinders the dissemination process because of the increased retransmissions
required due to the poor link conditions. Also, the protocol described in [5] is not secure
and can be eavesdropped by an attacker, and the protocol described in [6] provides secure
code dissemination, but does not use energy-efficient encryption algorithms. To overcome
these limitations, an energy-efficient and secure wireless code dissemination protocol, which
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can work with the integrated framework to securely reprogram the sensor nodes is also
required.
1.1 Research Objective
The objective of this thesis is to develop an integrated framework, which can: 1) visualize
a heterogeneous WSN consisting of different sensors sending packets with different packet
payload formats; 2) develop WSN applications using a graphical programing tool, or a
script-based programing language; 3) simulate the WSN application using a simulator and
visualize the simulation; and 4) program the sensor nodes over-the-air using wireless code
dissemination protocol.
1.1.1 Summary of Research Contributions
The contribution of this research is two-fold. First, we develop an integrated programming,
simulation, and visualization framework for WSNs. Second, we develop an energy-efficient,
link quality cognizant, and secure wireless code dissemination protocol for programing the
sensor nodes over-the-air.
1.1.1.1 PROVIZ: Integrated Framework
In this thesis, an integrated framework for WSNs, named PROVIZ [7], is developed. PROVIZ
is novel in its approach by integrating the advantages of a graphical programming tool, visu-
alization tool, and a script-based programming language into a common platform. PROVIZ
is designed to work on top of the M-Core middle-ware [8], and hence, it reaps the advantage
of using a service-based architecture. The graphical programming functionality can be used
to graphically develop a WSN application, and the visualization functionality can monitor
the WSN. Also, PROVIZ supports a scripting language, which can be used by advanced
programmers for developing WSN applications.
PROVIZ has visualization functionality, which displays the sensor nodes in a WSN and
the wireless packet transfers between the sensors by parsing the packet data from sniffers, or
from the OMNeT [9] simulator. The sniffer can be either a live sensor-based sniffer, or the
popular TI SmartRF 802.15.4 packet sniffer [10]. Since the visualization tool can be used
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for live-monitoring of a WSN, it can also be used for visual debugging of various network
error scenarios. Moreover, PROVIZ includes built-in extensible visual demo deployment
capabilities, which allow users to quickly craft network scenarios. It is possible to export
these demo scenarios as XML files so that users can easily modify and even share them
among themselves.
PROVIZ is designed to include a graphical programming functionality which can be
used to build a WSN application by assembling two, or more modules. These modules,
which are required to build a sensor application, are called Simple Modules, and they are
represented by a unique geometrical figure in the user interface. All the simple modules
implementing a similar functionality, e.g. routing, can be grouped and represented using the
same geometrical figure. Hence, the grouped simple modules can be used interchangeably
while building an application. The graphical programming functionality can abstract the
underlying programming syntax and wiring overhead from the application developer, and
thus, reduces the development efforts for building a WSN application.
Along with the graphical programming functionality, PROVIZ supports a script-based
programming language called the M-Core Control Language (MCL) [8], which has simple
user-friendly commands to simplify the programming tasks in WSNs. In the MCL, a single
command takes care of wiring the various interfaces with the configuration and module files
of the new application. Also, it has commands which can be used to: 1) create new M-
Core services [8]; 2) create new application files; and 3) add definition to the newly created
application and service files. This reduces the development efforts of the users, as the MCL
script takes care of all the wiring and updates different files for creating a new service, or
application.
PROVIZ’s integrated monitoring and programming tool can be used for programming
a sensor application and to observe its behavior in a live environment. Hence, PROVIZ can
be used like a control panel for network visualization, which has enhanced programming
capabilities compared to the existing tools.
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1.1.1.2 SIMAGE: Wireless Code Dissemination
In this thesis, an energy-efficient and secure code dissemination protocol for WSNs, named
Secure and Link-Quality Cognizant Image Distribution (SIMAGE) [11] is also developed.
PROVIZ’s programing tool uses the SIMAGE protocol for reprogramming the sensor nodes
over-the-air. SIMAGE uses an adaptive packet-sizing technique to adapt the code dissem-
ination packet size based on the link quality between the sensor nodes, which reduces the
number of retransmissions and energy consumption. Also, SIMAGE provides security ser-
vices like confidentiality using the energy-efficient RC4 [12] algorithm and integrity using
the CBC-MAC provided by the CC2420 [13] transceiver module of the sensors. SIMAGE
has been evaluated in a network of real sensors and the results shows that dynamic link qual-
ity adaptive packet-sizing technique reduces the retransmission bytes by 93% and the per





NetViewer [3] is a visualization tool used for visualizing and monitoring a real-time WSN.
NetViewer is designed in such a way that it will work for any user-defined packet format,
which is facilitated by the Packet Format Setter module in NetViewer. NetViewer has a
Information Translator module to translate the packet data to useful information based on
the user-defined packet format. NetViewer, then, visualizes the packet transmissions and
displays the translated packet data either in a tabular format, or in the form of a graph.
However, NetViewer cannot do an off-line WSN visualization (by parsing the commercial
packet sniffer’s packet trace file (PSD format)) and cannot visualize a data trace generated
by an external WSN simulator. Also, NetViewer is a standalone visualization tool, which
does not have the capability to wirelessly program sensor nodes.
Octopus [4] is an integrated monitoring, visualization, and control tool developed for
WSNs. Octopus is a protocol independent tool, which gets information about the sensor
nodes and the network topology to visualize and monitor real-time sensor nodes in a WSN.
Also, Octopus provides Control Operators, which can reconfigure the network behavior
by sending short request messages. Although, Octopus as a network controlling tool can
reconfigure, or change the working methodology of a WSN, it does not have an integrated
programming tool to develop, simulate, and completely reprogram a sensor node over-the-
air. Before deploying the sensor nodes, Octopus requires the user to program the different
behavioral codes in the sensor nodes and associate them with a specific request message type.
Therefore, these behaviors, which can change the network or individual nodes behavior, can
be triggered with the help of short request messages. Similar to [3], Octopus cannot do an
off-line visualization and cannot visualize by using data from a WSN simulator.
NetTopo [2] is an integrated simulation and visualization framework, which is designed
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for validating algorithms used in WSNs. NetTopo is essentially a simulator, which is inte-
grated with a real testbed to run the WSN algorithms and validate them for both scalability
and accuracy. NetTopo provides a visualization tool to visualize the topology used in the
simulation environment and it updates the information about connections, sensed data of
each node, etc. However, NetTopo is specifically designed for simulating and validating
algorithms, and hence, NetTopo cannot do live, or off-line WSN visualization and cannot
program a sensor node.
TOSSIM [1] is a WSN simulator, which can simulate a homogeneous wireless sensor
network with sensors running a common application. TOSSIM provides a visualization
tool called TinyViz [1], which can be used to visualize, control, and analyze TOSSIM
simulations. TinyViz can visualize the sensor nodes and the network traffic in a WSN.
It provides information about the data transfered between nodes, serial communication
packets, LED states, and provides a control window to change the simulation parameters.
However, TOSSIM is a simulator and cannot do off-line visualization, or interact with real
sensor nodes.
In short, all the tools discussed above are a standalone visualization tool, or a pro-
gramming tool, or a simulator. PROVIZ is unique in its approach by providing all these
functionalities under a single platform, which can program a sensor node, simulate a WSN




Figure 1: PROVIZ Architecture
PROVIZ is a multi-platform, modular, generic, extensible, and scalable programming
and visualization framework [7] developed using the QT GUI Framework [14]. QT is a
C++ based, open-source, and a cross-platform application and user interface development
framework supporting most of the popular desktop and mobile operating systems [15].
Figure 1 shows the PROVIZ framework design, where PROVIZ runs in a host machine and
has a PROVIZ Client, which can run in a local, or remote host and gather packet data using
different sniffers. As shown in Figure 1, PROVIZ has a modular architecture, which enables
the user to replace, or modify a module, without affecting the overall system behavior.
PROVIZ provides two main functionalities. One is the functionality to visualize the data
and the other is the functionality to program sensor nodes. For the former, PROVIZ can
visualize the data either captured in real-time, or from a WSN simulator. The following
sections discuss the design of PROVIZ programming and visualization functionalities and
7
explain the distributed model of the PROVIZ framework.
3.1 Modules for Programming Functionality
This section discusses the design of modules used for the programming functionality.
3.1.1 Programming Window
Figure 2: Screen Shot of PROVIZ Programming Window
The PROVIZ programming tool has an editor window, which can be used to edit the
NesC [16] code of a TinyOS application, or a MCL [8] script. A screen shot of the PROVIZ
editor window is shown in Figure 2. The MCL scripting framework provides user-friendly
commands for creating new NesC components, interfaces, and wiring. The PROVIZ pro-
gramming window is integrated with the visualization window in such a way that the user
can switch between the tools by a single mouse click.
3.1.2 Code Generator
After entering the MCL script in the editor window, the user can use the Generate Code
option (Figure 2) in PROVIZ to generate the NesC code from the MCL script.
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3.1.3 Code Distributor
After generating the code, the user can modify, or change the implementation details in the
NesC code and use the Program WSN option (Figure 2) to generate the WSN application
binary. It uses the Programming Communication Interface to remotely program wireless
sensor nodes by wireless code dissemination, which is discussed in detail in Chapter 6.
3.1.4 Programming Communication Interface
After the Code Distributor generates the code image, the Programming Communication
Interface is utilized to disseminate the code image.
3.1.5 Wireless Code Dissemination
For wireless code dissemination, PROVIZ uses the SIMAGE protocol [11]. SIMAGE uses
the Link Quality Indicator (LQI) value to asses the link quality between the nodes and then
dynamically adapts the packet size. In a WSN having nodes with poor link quality, the
dynamic packet-sizing technique reduces the number of retransmissions during code dissemi-
nation. Along with dynamic packet resizing, SIMAGE also provides energy-efficient security
services, confidentiality and integrity provided by the CC2420 [13] transceiver module in
sensors (e.g., MICAz, TelosB, etc.). A detailed description about the SIMAGE protocol is
presented in the Chapter 6.
For programming a WSN, PROVIZ uses the Control Node as a base station for dissem-
inating the code image. All the nodes in the WSN along with the user application should
have a Code Receiver module, which can receive the disseminated code image to program
the sensor node and transfer it to the neighboring nodes. The Control Node is also utilized
in the visualization functionality as a sniffer as explained in the next Sub-section.
3.2 Modules for Visualization Functionality
This section discusses the design of modules for the visualization functionality and Figure
3 shows the working of the modules in PROVIZ visualization tool.
9
Figure 3: Illustration of PROVIZ Visualization Tool
3.2.1 Visualization Communication Interface
This interface has a generic packet receive module for the visualization functionality, which
can receive packets from different sources such as: a 1) PROVIZ Client with a sensor-based
sniffer attached to either a remote, or a local host; 2) WSN simulators such as OMNeT
[9]; and 3) Packet trace file, generated by commercial sniffers, e.g., the PSD [10] file format
created by the TI SmartRF packet sniffer [10].
3.2.2 OMNeT Packet Receiver
While simulating the WSN application in the OMNeT simulator, the OMNeT radio receive
driver outputs the time-stamped packet trace. The OMNeT Packet Receiver fetches the
network simulator trace and sends it to the Visualization Communication Interface. The
detailed working of OMNeT Packet Receiver is discussed in Section 4.2.
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3.2.3 Packet Receiver Buffer
The Visualization Communication Interface receives the packet data and stores the data in
the form of an byte-array in the Packet Receiver Buffer queue, which can be fetched later
for processing.
3.2.4 Multi-Threaded Packet Analyzer
While capturing the packets, PROVIZ initiates a multi-threaded module, which parses
the packet data stored in the Packet Receive Buffer queue. The multi-threaded module
parses, for the packet arrival time, IEEE 802.15.4 header information [17], and the packet
payload, and then it matches the packet data with the user-defined packet formats. Since
the Packet Analyzer has to parse all the incoming packets and translate them, it becomes
a computation intensive operation. To achieve faster processing and avoid bottlenecks, the
Packet Analyzer module is designed in a multi-threaded fashion. The number of threads
running in the Packet Analyzer module is a configurable parameter, which can be modified
by the developers based on the incoming packet arrival rate. Whenever the application
starts, based on the value in the thread count parameter, PROVIZ creates sufficient amount
of worker threads and forms a thread-pool. So, whenever the user starts a visualization,
the worker threads from the thread-pool is used to parse the packets, which eliminates the
delay in thread creation.
3.2.5 PROVIZ Visualization Events Engine
After parsing the packets, the Packet Analyzer module creates a packet transfer event
and adds it to the PROVIZ Visualization Events Engine, which has a multi-map data
structure with time of the event as key. The Events Engine multi-map includes all the
events in sequence, sorted based on the time of the event. To make the Visualization
Engine extensible, PROVIZ defines an abstract class with event handler methods as pure
virtual functions. So, if users want to extend PROVIZ with new features, they simply need
to inherit the abstract class and define the event handler methods, which can implement
features like node mobility, battery-level monitoring, etc. Then, the new event objects can
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be added in the Events Engine multi-map and these event handlers are then called by the
Events Engine at the appropriate time. When the visualization starts, the time of the first
event in the event queue is considered as the current visualization time and the Events
Engine starts a periodic timer. Whenever the timer is triggered, the current visualization
time is incremented and the events that are to be executed at this current visualization
time are identified in the multi-map and they are triggered by calling their event handlers.
After starting the visualization, PROVIZ provides a graphical canvas (Figure 6) called
PROVIZ Graphical Work Area, for visualizing the sensor nodes and packet transfers. Also,
it includes a PROVIZ Packet Data Display Window (Figure 9), which shows the parsed
packet information in a user readable format. These are discussed in further detail in
Chapter 4.
3.2.6 PROVIZ Client Design
PROVIZ provides a PROVIZ Client application running in local, or multiple remote ma-
chines for gathering WSN packets. The Control Node is connected to these remote/local
machines running the PROVIZ Client. This node works as a sniffer for gathering WSN
traffic while also serving as a base station for disseminating the code image over-the-air.
3.2.6.1 Client Communication Interface
The Client Communication Interface receives the sniffed packets from the Control Node
and the PROVIZ Packet Logger module adds a time-stamp to the packet data. The time-
stamped packet data is sent to the visualization host over the network using a TCP socket.
3.2.6.2 Network Time Protocol Client
To synchronize the data collection and visualization in a distributed environment, the
PROVIZ Clients are time-synchronized with the help of the Network Time Protocol (NTP)
[18]. The NTP Client requests the global time from the NTP server and then synchronizes
the system time based on the server’s reply.
12
Figure 4: PROVIZ Network Discovery Module
3.2.7 Thin-Client and Network Discovery
PROVIZ provides an optional thin-client module that resides in sensor nodes along with
user programs. Also, PROVIZ includes a Network Discovery process in the PROVIZ Client,
which is used to find the number of sensor nodes available in a WSN and their type. Figure
4 illustrates the procedure of network discovery in PROVIZ. When the PROVIZ Client
starts, it triggers the Control Node to send a network discovery broadcast message. All the
sensor nodes running the PROVIZ thin-client, on receiving this message, responds back to
the Control Node with a specific message. This message includes the Node ID and the type
(e.g., MICAz, TelosB) of the sensor. After receiving the reply, the Control Node sends an
acknowledgment and sends the received data to the PROVIZ Client. The PROVIZ Client
identifies the unique Node IDs and creates a Keep-Alive bit-vector of appropriate size. Also,
it reports the number of sensor nodes and their types to the PROVIZ visualization host.
The thin-client, after getting an acknowledgment from the Control Node, starts sending
a periodic (e.g., every 10 seconds) keep-alive message to the Control Node. The periodic
interval in which the keep-alive message has to be transmitted, is sent with the network
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discovery broadcast message. The PROVIZ Client, on receiving a keep-alive message, up-
dates the Keep-Alive bit-vector based on the source Node ID. At the end of the periodic
interval, the PROVIZ Client checks the bit-vector for nodes, which did not send a keep-alive
message in that round and then clears the bit-vector before proceeding to the next round.
If a node fails to send keep-alive messages continuously for a specified number of rounds,
the PROVIZ Client communicates the node IDs to the visualization host, which in turn
notifies the user. Then, PROVIZ decrements the number of live sensors that can be used
for visualization. When the user closes the PROVIZ Client, it triggers the Control Node to
send a broadcast message to stop sending the periodic keep-alive messages. The PROVIZ
Client can do the network discovery for WSNs without thin-client, by analyzing the sniffed
packets and creating a bit-vector based on this information. However, in this case PROVIZ
cannot get the sensor state information. Thus, PROVIZ can still work with WSNs without
thin-client, but with reduced functionalities.
3.3 PROVIZ Distributed Framework Model
Figure 5: PROVIZ Distributed Framework Model
For visualizing a large WSN, PROVIZ uses a distributed approach that uses multiple
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sniffers as shown in Figure 5. In the distributed setup, the PROVIZ visualization tool runs
in a host machine and multiple sensor-based sniffers are placed in a distributed fashion so
that a packet transmitted by a sensor node can be sniffed by at least one of the sniffers. The
PROVIZ Client program runs in a time-synchronized remote, or local host connected to a
sniffer and sends the time-stamped packet data to the visualization host for visualization. In
a distributed setup, some nodes will be in the sniffing range of multiple sniffers and hence,
PROVIZ can receive duplicates of a same packet. However, since the PROVIZ Clients
are time-synchronized, PROVIZ Events Engine can identify and remove the duplicates by




This chapter discusses the various features of PROVIZ visualization functionality.
4.1 PROVIZ User Interface
Figure 6 shows the screen shot of the PROVIZ visualization tool with a group of infrastruc-
ture monitoring sensors sending structural health information [19] periodically to a cluster
head. The PROVIZ Visualization User Interface window has a: 1) Control toolbar, which
provides the control buttons for the visualization; 2) Drag and Drop Window Holder, which
has sub-windows to hold the images of sensor nodes that are available in a WSN and to
hold the demo application icons; and 3) Graphical Work Area, a canvas where the sensor
node images are placed and the packet transfers are visualized.
Figure 6: Screen shot of PROVIZ Visualizing an Infrastructure Monitoring WSN
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4.1.1 Control Toolbar
The Control toolbar provides control options to start, pause, and stop the visualization.
Also, it has support to zoom-in, zoom-out, and clear the nodes in the Graphical Work
Area.
4.1.2 Drag and Drop Window Holder
The Drag and Drop Window Holder has multiple sub-windows and these sub-windows can
hold either sensor node icons, or icons associated with demo applications. The sensor icons
displayed in the sub-window include an image of sensor node and a count associated with
them. The count depicts the number of sensors of that type available in a WSN and it
is determined by the PROVIZ Network Discovery module (Section 3.2.7) in the PROVIZ
Client. PROVIZ uses this count value associated with each sensor icon to restrict the
number of sensors that can be visualized. To visualize a WSN, the sensor icons in the
sub-windows can be dragged and dropped into the Graphical Work Area. Each node that is
dropped, needs to be associated with a unique Node ID, which is displayed along with the
sensor icon. Also, a signal strength meter showing the signal strength of a node is displayed
at the top of each sensor node icon. The signal level value is received from sensors in real
time as explained below.
4.1.3 Packet Visualization
The Control Node sniffs the packets complying with IEEE 802.15.4 and transmits the header
and payload information of packets to the PROVIZ Client through serial communication.
The Control Node, having CC2420 transceiver module [13] can estimate the wireless link
quality and give a Link Quality Indicator (LQI) value. The sniffer program in the Control
Node fetches the LQI and RSSI value information from the CC2420 transceiver and appends
it to the packet payload before sending the sniffed packet data to the PROVIZ Client. The
PROVIZ Client sends this data to the visualization host and the multi-threaded Packet
Analyzer (Section 3.2.4) in the visualization host parse the packets, for LQI value and as-
sociate it with the packet transfer event, which is enqueued in the PROVIZ Visualization
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Events Engine (Section 3.2.5). When the packet transfer event handler is triggered, the
signal strength meter of corresponding node is updated with the new value. On receiving
the packets from the serial interface of Control Node, the PROVIZ Client prepends the
time-stamp to the packet data and sends it to the visualization host. Utilizing this packet
information format, starting with time-stamp, followed by packet data, RSSI, and LQI,
which is used by the popular SmartRF packet sniffer [10], ensures that PROVIZ is generic
and extensible. This feature is also utilized to visualize the packet transfers simulated by
the OMNeT simulator, with the help of OMNeT Packet Receiver. For this, the TinyOS
communication driver for the OMNeT simulator was modified to output the packet infor-
mation whenever a node receives a packet and the OMNeT simulator creates a packet trace
with this time-stamped packet information. The OMNeT Packet Receiver module reads
the packet information and converts it to the SmartRF packet sniffers packet format, which
can be parsed by the PROVIZ Packet Analyzer.
4.2 Heterogeneous WSN Visualization
Figure 7: PROVIZ Packet Formats Selector Window
Most WSNs are heterogeneous with different types of sensor nodes sending packets with
different packet payload formats. PROVIZ is capable of visualizing such a heterogeneous
network and it can understand different packet formats. To select multiple packet formats
for visualization, PROVIZ provides a Packet Format Selector window (Figure 7), which
lists the user-defined packet formats for the users to select. Also, PROVIZ has a feature to
define the packet format graphically using the PROVIZ Packet Format Specifier as shown
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Figure 8: PROVIZ Packet Format Specifier Window
in Figure 8. For defining a packet format, PROVIZ expects the users to start the packet
format with a unique message ID, which is used by the PROVIZ Packet Analyzer to identify
and match the packet data to a particular packet format. Then, the user can add multiple
packet fields and specify the data-type for the field and the packet field name for each of
the packet fields. After defining the packet format, PROVIZ expects the users to select a
packet animation color using the color selection tool. The packets matching this format are
visualized with the color specified by the user. The user can then save the color information
along with the packet format details in an XML file, which can be exported or shared with
other PROVIZ users. Also, users can define the packet format in the form of an XML code
directly and give that as input to PROVIZ. A sample packet format XML code snippet is
shown in Listing 4.1.









<Description >Action </ Description >




<Description >Sequence No </ Description >
<Datatype >uint8_t </Datatype >
</Header >
</Packet >
Figure 9: Screen Shot of PROVIZ Packet Display Window
By default, the Packet Analyzer can understand and translate the IEEE 802.15.4 header
information [17] in the input packet data. After interpreting the header information, the
Packet Analyzer matches the raw packet payload data with a user-defined packet payload
format based on the message ID value. After finding a match, the Packet Analyzer extracts
the necessary bytes and type-casts it to the data-type mentioned in the packet payload
format. Similarly, the rest of the packet data is type-casted to the appropriate data-types
specified by the packet fields in the packet payload format and it is displayed along with the
packet field description in the PROVIZ Data Display (Figure 9). If the Packet Analyzer
cannot find a match with a packet format, it displays the hex value of the payload in the
Data Display window. Figure 9 has the translated packet information of packets matching
the packet payload format shown in Figure 8 and also shows the hex value of the packet
payload, whose format does not match with any of the user-defined packet payload format.
4.3 Demo Scenario Visualization
PROVIZ includes built-in extensible visual demo deployment scenarios, on which users can
click and visualize easily as shown in Figure 6. Users can use this feature to create a demo
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scenario to visualize a critical/complex WSN deployment and share it with other PROVIZ
users. The demo visualization can be developed by creating an XML code, which specifies
the node type to be used, number of nodes, node ID, node location, and the time, when the
packet transfers should happen. To define a packet transfer, each transfer is considered as
a frame, which has the information such as the node IDs between which the transfer should
happen and the time when the transfer should be initiated. A sample demo visualization
XML snippet is shown in Listing 4.2.
Listing 4.2: Demo Scenario Visualization XML
<Example_Scene >
<Name >Packet Transfer Example </Name >
<Node >






<Description >Basestation </ Description >






















This chapter explains the graphical and script-based programming functionalities of PROVIZ
in detail.
5.1 PROVIZ Scripting Framework
PROVIZ supports the MCL, a script-based programming language developed in python, for
creating WSN applications in NesC [16] code. The PROVIZ Scripting framework provides
simple commands, which abstracts the wiring concept of NesC programming language from
the user. This enables advanced application developers to focus on the programming logic
instead of learning the NesC programming language. Figure 10 shows sample MCL code,
which generates the wiring code for the new D4 module and updates the configuration file.
Figure 10: Example Usage of MCL
Adapted from [8]
5.2 Design Description of Graphical Programming Tool
This section describes the design of the PROVIZ Graphical Programming functionality.
PROVIZ is designed to include graphical programming functionality, which considers a
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WSN application as a Complex Module built by assembling two, or more Simple Modules.
The Simple Modules are small, standalone programs implementing a basic operation in a
sensor node (e.g., a program for gathering temperature sensor value, or for implementing
a timer, or for implementing a routing function in sensors, can be considered as Simple
Modules). Simple Modules implementing a similar operation, e.g. routing operation, are
grouped, and all the Simple Modules in a group can have the same unique geometric shape
and displayed in a same sub-window in PROVIZ. The Simple Modules grouped together
should expose the same interface, but, the implementation of the commands and the events
can be different. For example, the Simple Modules grouped under the routing group exposes
a common interface, which has a command called routeAndSend() and an event sendDone().
The command routeAndSend() takes care of determining the route to the destination and
sends the packet to the next hop node, but, the implementation differs between the Simple
Modules depending on the routing protocol used.
Figure 11: Sample Illustration of PROVIZ Programming Tool User Interface
In the user interface illustration shown in Figure 11, the Complex Module is represented
in a rectangular template, which has slots to hold the necessary Simple Modules. The slots in
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the template signifies that the Simple Modules from the appropriate groups are required to
make WSN application complete. These slots are of the same shape as the corresponding
Simple Modules, which it can hold. This helps a novice programmer, whose job is now
reduced to dragging and dropping of the appropriate shapes into the template slots, to
build a sensor program. The template representing the Complex Module is associated with
a program, which implements the algorithm to process the input data gathered from the
Simple Modules and to feed appropriate inputs to the Simple Modules. Once the Complex
Module is assembled completely, the PROVIZ Graphical Programming tool should create
an XML code segment having the information about the Simple Modules constructing the
Complex Module, and the XML code can be given as input to the Sensor Code Generator.
The PROVIZ Graphical Programming tool by default should provide support for some of
the commonly used Simple Modules and templates. Also, it should provide flexibility for
the user to add a new Simple Module, or template, or even extend the existing Simple
Module and template.
In PROVIZ, an XML code segment is generated to communicate the programming
details to the Code Generator, which interprets the XML code segment and generates NesC
code. Since, an XML code segment is given as input, the user can build his/her custom
Code Generator to interpret the XML code segment and generate WSN application code
for different programming languages. This makes the PROVIZ programming functionality
more generic, and extensible for user requirements. The full implementation of the PROVIZ
visual programming language will be a part of our future work.
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CHAPTER VI
SIMAGE: A WIRELESS CODE DISSEMINATION PROTOCOL
WSNs are used in a range of critical domains where it is necessary that the nodes be repro-
grammed with a new, or modified code image without removing them from the deployment
area. Various protocols have been developed for the dissemination of code images between
sensors in a multi-hop WSN, where these sensor nodes may have varying levels of link qual-
ity. The code dissemination process in these protocols is hindered by the nodes with poor
link quality. This results in an increased number of retransmissions and code dissemina-
tion time. Also, in several of the techniques, the code dissemination process is not secure
and can be eavesdropped, or disrupted by any malicious wireless sensor node in the trans-
mission range. To overcome these overheads a simple approach is proposed, called Secure
and Link-Quality Cognizant Image Distribution (SIMAGE) [11], to enhance the existing
code dissemination protocol using the available resources in the sensors. This approach,
link-quality based dynamic packet-sizing, aims to reduce the number of retransmissions
and overall code dissemination time. This approach also provides confidentiality and in-
tegrity to the code dissemination process by utilizing energy-efficient encryption methods
like RC4 and hardware authentication methods like CBC-MAC. SIMAGE is evaluated in
a network of real sensors and the results shows that dynamic link quality adaptive packet-
sizing technique reduces the retransmission bytes by 93% and the per page transmission
time by 35% when compared to the existing code dissemination protocols. The SIMAGE
code dissemination algorithm and the trade-offs between reliability, security overhead and
overall transmission time are discussed in detail in the below sections.
6.1 Motivation
Sensors are deployed in various locations such as underwater, volcano regions and under-
ground, making them hard to recover, or replace. Due to this diverse deployment of Wireless
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Sensor Networks (WSNs) and the multifarious functionalities provided by them, reprogram-
ming the deployed sensor nodes through wireless links becomes a necessary and desirable
task. For instance, if software running on the node requires an update as a result of a
security patch, or additional functionality, it is necessary to replace the existing code on
the node with the new updated code. This process of disseminating code over wireless links
is called code dissemination. Under hostile conditions, an attacker might try to modify, or
get access to a disseminated code. The attacker could also attack the dissemination process
itself by injecting malicious code dissemination packets to exhaust the limited energy of the
sensor nodes. Therefore, it is imperative that the dissemination process be secured.
In addition to security, code dissemination protocols should address the variation in
link quality between nodes. The nodes with poor link quality hinders other nodes in the
network from proceeding forward in the code dissemination process. Moreover, such nodes
with poor link quality yields increased retransmissions, which further degrades the secu-
rity of the system, as an attacker has multiple opportunities to intercept the disseminated
packet. To overcome these overheads a Secure and Link-Quality Cognizant Image Distribu-
tion (SIMAGE) is introduced for WSNs, which aims at reducing the number of retransmit-
ted code dissemination packets along with providing security services such as confidentiality
using RC4 [12] encryption and integrity using the CBC-MAC provided by the CC2420 [13]
transceiver module of the sensors (e.g., MICAz and TelosB). The results show that a net-
work of MICAz sensors are more efficient while using SIMAGE for code dissemination than
other existing code dissemination protocols, in terms of code dissemination time and total
number of retransmissions encountered. From the experimental results it is observed that,
SIMAGE reduces the retransmission bytes by 93% and the per page transmission time by
35% when compared to the existing code dissemination protocols.
The contributions of this work are three-fold: 1) designed and implemented a secure
code dissemination protocol - SIMAGE, which 2) takes into account link quality between
nodes during the dissemination process, dynamically adapts the packet size based on link
quality, that 3) enables the scheme to outperform previously proposed techniques.
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6.2 Related Work
Deluge [5] is the most widely used code dissemination protocol and is included in the recent
TinyOS distributions [20]. Deluge is a page-by-page code dissemination protocol proposed
for WSNs. The base node advertises the new version of code and the receiver node in
response sends a request message, for the new version. Next, the base station broadcasts
the first new page of the code image to the receiver nodes, with fixed sized data packets.
Once all receiver nodes have received all the packets corresponding to that page, the next
page transmission begins. In case a receiver node has lost some packets in the first page,
all the lost packets are retransmitted prior to the transmission of the next page. The code
dissemination is not secured and can be eavesdropped by an attacker. Moreover, as Deluge
does not consider the link quality between nodes, the retransmissions between nodes with
poor link quality severely delays the propagation of the code image.
The Secure Network programming protocol [21] uses a public-private key encryption to
sign the advertisement packets of the code image and SHA-1 for computing the hash of
each packet. In this work, the computed hash of one future packet is embedded into the
payload of the previous packet in sequence and the hash of the first packet is embedded
into the advertisement packet, which is signed. So, a receiver node, upon authenticating
the advertisement packet, verifies the integrity of the next received packet immediately and
saves, or discards the packet based on the computed hash. However, in the case of out
of order delivery, the receiver needs to cache the packet and wait for the previous packet
in sequence to verify the cached packets. This can be used by the attacker to inject fake
packets and deplete the cache memory of the receiver node and cause denial of service
attacks.
Seluge [6] is essentially a secure version of Deluge and therefore it preserves the page-
by-page propagation method of Deluge. Similar to [21], a hash of each packet in a page is
computed using SHA-1 and this value is embedded in the correspondingly sequenced packet
of the previous page. So, once all the packets in a page are received, the receiver has all
the hash values for the packets in the next page. Seluge also uses the Elliptic Curve Digital
Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) to sign the initial code image advertisement. However, the
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SHA-1 and the ECDSA algorithm used are time consuming processes ([22], [23], [24]). Note,
[21] and [6], similar to [5], do not take into account the link-quality between nodes in the
network.
Another recent work on the code dissemination process in WSNs, DiCode [25], provides
a secure and distributed code dissemination protocol. As opposed to the aforementioned
centralized approaches ([5], [21], [6]), the key difference in this technique is the usage of
distributed control for code dissemination. However, the security features used in this
approach are similar to that of Seluge. The experimental results also indicate that DiCode
has longer propagation delays when compared to Deluge and Seluge. Although [25] proposes
a distributed code dissemination protocol, it does not address any of the inter-node link
quality issues.
Nonetheless, as discussed in [26] with experimental results, link quality prediction is
important for better system provisioning and resource management. Moreover, the exper-
iments conducted on IEEE 802.15.4 Zigbee radios with CC2420 chipset illustrate that the
Link Quality Indicator (LQI) is linear with respect to the instantaneous SNR. Finally, they
assert that LQI can be used as an effective parameter to predict instantaneous link quality
between nodes [26].
Therefore, an enhanced protocol named SIMAGE is proposed, which provides secure
and link-quality aware code image dissemination for WSNs.
6.3 Background Work
A common problem in many wireless networks is varying and poor link quality of the
channel between the communicating nodes [26]. During communication, a reduction in the
link quality increases the number of retransmissions between the nodes to transfer a useful
information. The increased retransmissions have a significant impact on WSNs, which
consists of resource-constrained sensor nodes. The code dissemination protocol in TinyOS
[5] uses a fixed packet size to transmit the code image between the wireless sensor nodes
and is susceptible to increased packet loses under poor link quality conditions. For the same
code image size because of the increased packet loss rate, the code dissemination protocol
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in TinyOS [5] needs more retransmission bytes to disseminate the code image, as analyzed
in Section 6.7. This, in turn increases the total code dissemination time between the nodes.
The code dissemination protocol included in TinyOS distributions is a page-by-page
transmission protocol, where a code image is split into pages of size 1024 bytes. Each page
is divided into an equal number of packets with a packet size value set by the user. If the base
station has a newer version of the code image, it advertises this information to the network.
Upon receiving the advertisement, nodes in the network send a request for a particular page.
If there is packet loss during the transfer of the page from the base station, the receiver
makes a request for the lost packets until all of the packets are received. For instance,
consider that there are two receiver nodes, which are one hop away from the base station.
The first node has a channel with good link quality and the second node has a channel with
poor link quality. Then, during the dissemination process from the base station, the first
node receives all the packets with less retransmission rounds when compared to the second
node. The first node, before sending a request message for the next page, has to wait until
the second node receives all the packets of the current page. Thus, the code dissemination
time for the entire network is affected by the increased retransmissions of the node with the
poor link.
To analyze this, a simple preliminary experiment is conducted to calculate the packet
retransmission rate for various packet sizes with different link quality conditions between a
pair of MICAz motes. The link quality of the channel is estimated using the LQI value in
the MICAz mote.
Using the above experimental setup, the first mote transmits 50 packets and the number
of retransmissions is calculated. The experiment is repeated 10 times, with the same packet
size and link quality condition. The average retransmission per 50 packets is calculated and
the average Packet Retransmission Ratio (ψ) is calculated with the average retransmission
value using Equation 1, where, ϕ is the number of retransmitted packets and τ is the total






The procedure is repeated to calculate the ψ value for various packet sizes and various
link quality conditions. Figure 12 shows the variation of ψ value for increase in packet size
value for four different LQI ranges. The graph shows that for a poor LQI range, the value
of ψ worsens as the packet size increases and becomes nearly equal to one. For the average
LQI range, the value of ψ shows an increasing trend with an increase in packet size. For
the good and best LQI ranges, the value of ψ remains nearly equal to zero, for a packet size
increase until 45 bytes. However, beyond 45 bytes, the value of ψ for the good LQI range
increases steadily while the ψ value still remains zero for the best LQI range.
Figure 12: Packet Retransmission Ratio (ψ) vs Packet Size
Using the value of ψ, computed from the experiment for various packet sizes and LQI








where, φ is the cumulative number of retransmitted packets per page, γ is the total
number of retransmission requests needed to transmit the entire page of size 1024 bytes,
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which can be computed using the Equation 3. In Equation 3, γ is the minimum integer
value, starting from zero, that satisfies the equation and n is the number of packets per
page.
Figure 13: Number of Bytes retransmitted per page vs Packet size
Figure 13 shows the number of retransmitted bytes per page in the code dissemination
protocol for various packet sizes, in different LQI ranges. The figure shows that, for an
increase in packet size up to 55 bytes, the retransmitted bytes per page remains zero for the
good and best LQI ranges. However, when the packet size exceeds 55 bytes, the retransmis-
sions increase gradually for the good LQI range, while it remains zero for all packet sizes in
the best LQI range.
Since transmitting a page with minimum retransmissions reduces the code dissemination
time, to achieve better code dissemination under fluctuating link quality conditions, a LQI
based adaptive packet size code dissemination protocol is proposed. This protocol samples
the LQI of all the receivers and determines the optimal packet size for disseminating a page.
The details of the scheme is explained in Section 6.4.
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6.4 Proposed Scheme
SIMAGE, which builds upon the code dissemination protocol of TinyOS, Deluge [5], was
implemented and tested in a network of MICAz sensor motes. This approach has two
specific features, first is the dynamic, adaptive packet size estimation, which determines an
optimal packet size for transmitting a page using the LQI values of the request messages.
Second, it provides security for code dissemination with stream cipher RC4 encryption and
integrity using CBC-MAC. The details of the implementations are explained below.
6.5 Dynamic Adaptive Packet Size Algorithm
Table 1: Optimal payload size for different LQI ranges
LQI Value Range Optimal Payload Size
Poor LQI < 90 5
Average LQI 90 - 99 20
Good LQI 100 - 104 40
Best LQI 105 - 110 80
The experiments in Section 6.3 illustrate that different LQI ranges have different optimal
packet sizes. So, using an adaptive packet size in the code dissemination process is instru-
mental to reduce the per page dissemination time. Hence, from the experiment in Section
6.3, the optimal data packet size values for different LQI ranges have been determined and
are shown in the Table 1. The data packet size in the table does not include the 7 byte
data header overhead and the security header overhead.
The link quality between nodes in the network is measured using the LQI provided by
the CC2420 transceiver module of the sensors. When the base station receives the request
message, it stores the source ID and the LQI values of the requester node. While sending
the first data message, the base station computes the average LQI of all the requester
nodes and this gives a estimation of the link quality of the channel around the base station.
Based on the measured average LQI, the size of the packets in the corresponding page is
dynamically adapted to reduce the number of retransmissions involved. The algorithm for
adaptive packet-sizing used in the receiver and transmitter nodes are shown in Algorithm
1 and Algorithm 2, respectively.
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Algorithm 1 Receiver Node
for each received data message do










In the transmitting node, if it is a first round of data transmission for a page, the
moving average (MA) is calculated as a function of the average LQI (ρ) and scaling factor (sf)
as following,
MA = ρ ∗ sf + (1− sf) ∗MA (4)
Algorithm 2 Transmitter Node
for each request message receieved do
lqi← LQI(RcvdPkt)
map〈src id, lqi〉 lqi map← (SrcId, lqi)
end for





else if not retransmission then
compute ρ(lqi map)





In Equation 4, the scaling factor (sf) is chosen such that current LQI sample is given
more weight than the previous LQI samples and any temporary fluctuation in the current
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LQI sample does not immediately affect the packet size estimation. Hence, the scaling
factor (sf) is given a value of 0.4 based on the experiments. Note, for values less than 0.4
the moving average took longer to converge to an optimal LQI estimate, whereas, for values
greater than 0.4 there are increased fluctuations in the LQI estimate. The data message
packet size (DataPktSize) is determined by the estimated moving average, according to the
data mapping in the Table 1. In the case of retransmission, only the nodes with poor
LQI requests more packets. So the moving average technique is avoided to reduce any
possibility of further retransmissions and the DataPktSize is determined according to the





After determining the new packet size, the multiplication factor (δ) is calculated using
Equation 5. If the new packet size is greater than the current packet size, then δ number of
current packets are joined together into a single packet and transmitted. If the new packet
size is less than the current packet size, then the current packet is split into 1δ number of
packets and transmitted. So in SIMAGE, the current packet can be divided into smaller
packets, or two, or more current packets can be combined together into a single packet. To
facilitate this, the payload size value for different LQI ranges in Table 1 are chosen such
that the bigger packet size values are a multiple of all other smaller packet size values. After
determining the new packet size, the transmitter communicates it to the receiver using the
data packet header. So, there is an one byte overhead in the data packet in this scheme
when compared to the code dissemination protocol in TinyOS, Deluge [5].
On receiving the first data packet of a page, the receiver checks for any change in
packet size. If the new packet size value is greater, or less than the current packet size,
the receiver computes the δ value and populates the new bit-vector, which consists of the
packet identifiers of packets to be transmitted, based upon the packets requested in the
old bit-vector and δ value. After updating the new bit-vector it checks whether the packet
number of the received packet is requested by this node. If it was requested by this node,
it stores the data, otherwise, discards it.
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6.6 Secure Dissemination
The three different types of messages involved in the code dissemination process are adver-
tisement messages, request messages and data messages. Securing each of these message
types protects against different types of attacks. For instance, securing only the data
messages and not providing integrity for the request messages, or advertisement messages
enables an attacker to successfully perform a denial-of-service attack by flooding the nodes
with request messages, or advertisement messages. In SIMAGE, an increased level of secu-
rity is ensured by encrypting all three types of messages using RC4 encryption and provide
integrity using the CBC-MAC. The CBC-MAC integrity check is fast as it is provided by
the CC2420 hardware module. A 64-bit key is used for CBC-MAC, which incurs only 8
bytes of overhead to the overall payload. Whereas, RC4 encryption uses a 128-bit key and
being a stream cipher technique, it performs an in-place encryption and does not add any
data header overhead.
6.7 Performance Analysis
This section discusses the performance of SIMAGE (with and without the security) under
varying link quality conditions and compare it with the existing code dissemination protocols
for TinyOS - Deluge [5] and Seluge [6]. Two different experiments were performed to analyze
and expose the benefits of SIMAGE:
Experiment 1: An experimental setup consisting of two MICAz sensor motes is used.
A binary image of 35,276 bytes is transferred between the nodes using the default code
dissemination protocol (Deluge) [5], SIMAGE without security and SIMAGE with security.
The three techniques mentioned above are compared with respect to the average number of
retransmitted bytes per page and the average transmission time per page. This experiment
is performed for different link quality conditions.
Figures 14 and 15 illustrate the results obtained from the first experiment. As seen in
Figure 14, for the best LQI range, the default code dissemination protocol [5], SIMAGE
with security and SIMAGE without security do not exhibit any retransmissions. Similarly,
for the good LQI range, only a small amount of retransmissions are encountered by all three
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Figure 14: Average retransmitted bytes for various LQI ranges
techniques. As the link quality decreases, Deluge experiences increased retransmissions as
compared to SIMAGE with and without security. Furthermore, at very poor link quality
conditions, Deluge exhibits a steep increase in the number of bytes retransmitted, whereas
SIMAGE with and without security maintains an almost steady number of retransmitted
bytes. Moreover, under such low link quality cases, the number of bytes retransmitted
using SIMAGE without security is less than Deluge because the packet size is dynamically
reduced to a minimal value. It can also be seen that SIMAGE with security has a higher
number of retransmitted bytes than SIMAGE without security because of the fact that the
former experiences additional security overhead for each packet transmitted.
Figure 15 depicts the same experiment illustrating the variations in the average time
taken per page transfer. Under very good link quality conditions, SIMAGE without se-
curity proves to provide much faster page transmission than Deluge as larger packets are
transmitted with relatively small packet loss rate. SIMAGE with security also proves to be
faster than Deluge, however, becomes slower than SIMAGE without security because of the
additional security overhead in each packet. As the link quality condition degrades, the time
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Figure 15: Page transmission time for various LQI ranges
taken per page transfer by all three techniques tends to increase. This can be accounted
for by the fact that the number of retransmissions also increase. In the average link quality
condition, Deluge and SIMAGE have almost equal page transfer times. This is due to the
fact that under average link quality conditions, both protocols transmit packets of almost
equal sizes (Deluge has 23 bytes and SIMAGE has 20 bytes). Again because of the security
overhead in each packet, SIMAGE with security takes slightly a longer time to transfer a
page than the other two schemes. When the link quality further deteriorates and reach the
poor link quality condition, Deluge suffers a large number of retransmissions and takes a
very long time to transfer a page. Whereas, it can be seen that SIMAGE with and without
security transfer a page in a relatively short time. For performance reason, Deluge keeps the
radio switched on during code dissemination [5] and any decrease in the code dissemination
time reduces the energy consumed by all the nodes in a network. So, reduction in the per
page transmission time by SIMAGE, in turn reduces the energy consumption of the nodes
and proves that SIMAGE is more energy-efficient than Deluge.
Furthermore, Seluge [6], consumes more time to do integrity check using the SHA-1
algorithm. SHA-1 takes around 15 milliseconds to compute the hash of a packet and the
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inter-packet transmission time is increased from 2 to 17 milliseconds to accommodate the
computation time [6], which increases the per page transmission time. Using the perfor-
mance results from Seluge [6], a comparison of per page transmission time is shown in the
Figure 15. SIMAGE with security outperforms both Deluge and Seluge under poor link
quality conditions.
Experiment 2: The second experiment consisted of three levels of sensor nodes with
two MICAz sensor motes at each level. While the previous experiments show the benefits
of SIMAGE under various link quality conditions, the primary motive of this experiment
was to prove the effectiveness of SIMAGE over the default code dissemination protocol [5]
under very good link quality conditions as well. The time taken by the node in the last
level to receive the entire binary image (35,276 bytes) is evaluated for both the default code
dissemination protocol [5] and SIMAGE.
Table 2: Code dissemination time taken by Deluge and SIMAGE in a multi-hop network





The results obtained from the second experiment are presented in Table 2. The total
time taken for the binary image transfer from source node to intermediate nodes and from
source node to sink nodes are evaluated. All the nodes in the experiment are maintained
under very good link quality conditions such that the retransmissions are largely reduced.
This experiment reiterates that SIMAGE performs better than Deluge in terms of total
transmission time for the entire binary image even under good link quality conditions. This
also illustrates that SIMAGE makes better use of the channel when the link quality between




PROVIZ USAGE SCENARIO: BLACK-HOLE ATTACK
VISUALIZATION
In this usage scenario, it is discussed how PROVIZ is used to visualize a WSN, and how
it enables visual debugging to identify the black-hole attack [27] are shown. To initiate
a black-hole attack, first a compromised node advertises a route message to other nodes,
claiming to have a shortest route to the cluster head. Then, the compromised node starts
receiving the packets from other nodes, whose packets it eventually drops.
Figure 16: PROVIZ Visualizing a Multi-hop Wireless Transmission
Figure 16 shows the visualization of a WSN with three environment monitoring sensor
nodes, with Node IDs 10, 20, and 30 and a cluster head, with Node ID 80. The sensor
nodes in the WSN gather the environment information (e.g., temperature, ambient light)
periodically and sends it to the cluster head. The sensor nodes use the Dynamic Source
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Routing (DSR) [28] protocol, for determining the route to the cluster head and uses source-
routing [28] to route the packets to the destination. In DSR, to determine a route to a
particular node ID, the sender generates a Route Request (RREQ) message for the destina-
tion ID and then broadcasts it. The intermediate nodes, on receiving this message appends
their node ID and re-broadcasts the RREQ message, until the destination node receives
the RREQ and replies with a Route Reply (RREP) message. The RREP message has the
route information that the RREQ message took and it is source-routed to the sender. The
sender, on receiving the first RREP message, gets the route information and starts sending
the packets.
Figure 17: PROVIZ Visualizing a Black-hole Attack
Node 10 in the WSN sends the data to the cluster head, in a multi-hop route through
nodes 20 and 30 as shown in Figure 16. In the same network, shown in Figure 17, it is
assumed that node 40 is compromised by an attacker to demonstrate the black-hole [27]
attack scenario. Although, node 40 is not a single hop neighbor of the cluster head, it sends
a route advertisement claiming that it is one hop away from the cluster head. After receiving
the route advertisement, node 10 starts sending the data packets through node 40 and the
compromised node starts dropping the packets, thus initiating a black-hole attack. When
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an attack of this type is launched, it may not be trivial for a researcher to understand this
attack and to identify the malicious node. In the mean time, the compromised node might
have dropped critical time-sensitive data. The researcher needs to analyze the packet logs
continuously to detect an anomaly in the WSN, which is a time consuming process. Also, if
the black-hole attack is initiated intermittently, then it will be hard to detect the attack by
packet log analysis. However, with the help of PROVIZ visualization tool, the researcher
can monitor, or replay the packet transfers from the point when the cluster head stops
receiving packets and can visually debug and identify that node 40 is compromised. Figure
17 shows that node 40 receives packets from nodes 10 and 20 and drops the packets, which
depicts a black-hole attack. On identifying the black-hole attack, the researcher can use
the PROVIZ programming functionality to modify the WSN application and use SIMAGE,
provided by the PROVIZ programming functionality, to reprogram the compromised node
over-the-air. Thus, the visualization tool can be used as a visual monitoring and debugging
tool to detect a network anomaly, and its programming functionality can be used to provide
an instant fix, for the attack by reprogramming the sensor nodes.
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CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
8.1 Research Contribution
In this thesis, an integrated visualization and programming framework developed for WSNs,
named PROVIZ is introduced. PROVIZ is an open-source framework, which is designed to
be modular, scalable, and platform independent. PROVIZ is capable of visualizing a WSN
and the packet transfers occurring between the sensor nodes in real time. The PROVIZ
visualization tool is generic and extensible, such that it can take packet data input from
various sources like live sensor-based sniffers, commercial sniffers (e.g., TI SmartRF packet
sniffer [10]), and the OMNeT simulator [9]. PROVIZ can take multiple user-defined packet
formats as input and translate the raw packet data from a heterogeneous network into
user-readable content. Users can define the packet formats graphically using the PROVIZ
Packet Format Specifier. Also, PROVIZ includes built-in extensible visual demo deployment
capability that can be shared among the users in the form of XML files. PROVIZ includes
an editor window, which can edit a NesC code and MCL [8] script.
Additionally in this thesis, a wireless code dissemination protocol, named SIMAGE is
introduced. Our experimental results with existing code dissemination protocol [5] shows
that using a fixed packet size will increase the retransmissions between the nodes with poor
link quality and hinders the overall code dissemination time. SIMAGE, samples the link
quality of the channel around the base station using LQI as a metric and determines the
optimal packet size before transmitting a page. The performance analysis of the SIMAGE
in the experiments shows that dynamic adaptive packet size reduces the retransmission
bytes by 93% and the per page transmission time is reduced by 35% for poor LQI values.
Results also show that SIMAGE, during the good link quality condition exploits the channel
and disseminates the code faster when compared to the other code dissemination protocols.
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SIMAGE with security uses the simple stream cipher encryption algorithm RC4 and a hard-
ware based hashing function CBC-MAC, for providing secure code dissemination. Since,
SIMAGE uses a dynamic adaptive packet size technique, the overhead of providing secure
dissemination is reduced as compared to Seluge [6]. Our experimental results also shows
that SIMAGE with security outperforms the TinyOS code dissemination protocols Deluge
[5] and Seluge [6], under the poor LQI ranges.
Finally, a black-hole security attack scenario in a WSN is discussed and analyzed. It
is also shown: 1) how PROVIZ could be used for detecting the attack by visual debugging
and to aid in providing a software fix; and 2) how PROVIZ framework uses SIMAGE to
wirelessly reprogram the compromised node.
8.2 Future Research Direction
PROVIZ will be extended to get live sensor state information like temperature, battery
level, etc. An algorithm to implement duplicate packet detection for PROVIZ visualization
tool will be implemented. Also, PROVIZ will be improved to include a capability to define
notifications to the user whenever a predefined network condition is reached. These features
will be helpful when a researcher, developer, or user needs to continuously monitor a WSN
to get notifications. For instance, the user can be notified whenever the battery level of
a sensor node goes down beyond a certain limit, or when the temperature readings goes
beyond certain threshold. Also, the PROVIZ programming functionality will be extended
to support graphical programming using drag-and-drop icon-based programming style, for
easy and rapid WSN application development. The MCL will be extended to define Simple
and Complex Modules for WSN application, and similar to graphical programming tool it
will be extended to generate an intermediate XML code segment before generating the NesC
code. This feature will enable PROVIZ to generate graphical program templates from MCL
code and vice-versa. Also, SIMAGE will be extended to work with sensor nodes running
custom WSN applications not created by TinyOS.
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